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SYNOPSIS 

Over the period 1964 to 1969 Conzinc Riot into of Australia undertook and completed an evaluation of a 
large low-grade copper orebody on Bougainville IsI:md in the TcrrilOry of PApua and New Guinea. From the 
outset it was clear that the geograpll ic., climat ic lmd topographic characteristics of the area wouJd ncccssitale a 
beavy capital outlay on proo UL1:ioll II nd support raciJities. Both lile physical problems and the mllgnitude of the 
investment amplified the need for a thorollgJl and ris orous evaluation of the var ious st ra tesies for exploiting Ibe 
orcbody. In view of the number of indepeJldcn[ a nd inter-related variable$ and the flow of new data, a 
computer·based evaluation prl)(!CSS extended the scope and depth of the analysis considerably. The system Ilscd 
permitted an iterative assessment and re-assessment of the various stratcsie~ with the results beccming 
Increasingly refmed with time. T his process eneomp~ssed the modelling of the orebody, the simulation of 
alternative operating strategies and the determinalloo of (he financial profitability of the project. 

I N TROD UCTION 

The production of copper conttntrat.es by BougainviUe 
Copper, Pty, Limitcd, ill 1972, will be t ile culmination of 
eight years of exploration, evaluation, planning, design and 
construclion. The venture has evolved at aD increasing tempo 
(rom a small geological group to a massive complex that will 
represent a total invcstment of roughly $400 million. This 
scale of expenditure reflects the problems inherent in 
establishing an operation and support facili(ies in a remote, 
rugged and essentially undeveloped region. 

The nature and likely magnit ude of these problems were 
apparent fwm the outset and, together with the normal 
unccrtainties of mineral exploration, they prc.scnted numerous 
possibilities for projecL development. Clearly, it was lksicable 
to select the most prolitable course wi th a high probabili ty 
of success. In view of the volume of da ta (driJling alone 
produced more than 25 000 a~ays) and the la rge number of 
factors, this selection could be achieved satisfactorily only by 
means of a computer-oaseCl evaluation system. This system 
has been described elsewhere (Blackwell 1970). A small 
though important element in this system is the model of the 
orebody used to calculate grades and tonnagcs. TIle present 
paper describes this model. 

GeN E RAL DESCRIPTION O F ORBBO D Y 

The Crown Prince Range o f mo untains forms a central spine 
to BougajnvilJe Island. 111e Panguna orebody lies on the 
southerD flank of this range under a n a typically wide valley 
into which two prominent ridges protrude. 

The hosl rocks are a group of acid to intermediate 
intrusives which have invaded a sequence of andesitie 
volcanics. All rock types in the immediate area have been 
highly fractured into sets of steeply dipping diseontinuities. 
Mineralization, which occurs in association with the intrusives, 
frequ CDtly in quartz veins, is most evident along these 
fracturet: -T-he--CC(lnemiea-l.ly- -1iiignifieant- metals- are--OOIJJJcr. 
gold and silver, though molybdenum and iron as magneti te 
are present. 1bo most prevalenl copper mineral is chak:opyrile 
wilh the gold content and, 10 a less rnarked degree, the s ilver 
content being positively correlated 10 tha t of copper. 
Characteristically, values diminish outwards away from higher 
grade zones of the orebody, and this lateral grade profile 
varies in different parts of the body. 

The body is partially overlaid by all oxide cap which, in 
high.grade portions, phases into a zone of secondary 
minernliZlltion, with an enrichment apparently I} to 2 times 
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that of the primary grade. Virfually the whole area is covered 
also by one or more of the superficinl materials which occur 
in the vicini ty_ T hese comprise s trcam scdimcnts, screes and 
bou lder lerf'doo underlying or embedded in recent volcanicash. 

O UTLI NE OF MO D E L 

In essence. exploratory diamond drill assay results were used 
to define three-dimensional contours of equal grade, which 
bounded zones of diffcrent grade. Each such zone was then 
dcscribed by a frequency distribution of grade values by grade 
intervals. No attempt was made to attribute a particular value 
to a specific ore reserve block in the rock mass. The model was 
designed rather to allswer the question 'If X million tons of 
material afe mined from Ihis location, wbat head grade and 
waste,.to-ore ralio are achieved when a cut--oif gntde K is 
applied?" 

Thus the model was derived in two stages, namely. the 
division of the- orcoody into grade-zones followed by an 
estimate of the manner in which values were dispersed around 
the mean value for each zone. The process is shown 
schernatically in Fig. 1. 

Stage J 

Each of these steps had different aims. TllC division fnto 
'ZOnC!l was intended 
(i) to locate areas of higher grade because of their obvious 

economic significance, 

(ii) to assis t, in the early ~[ages of exploration. in planning 
the drill ing campaign by identirying tliO position and 
attitude of trends in the minera lization, and 

(iii) to define zones of more or less homogeneous grade in 
which trend was not statistically significant. The point 
here is that significant trend precludes the unbiased 
statistical estimating required in stage 2. 

.Stag!!. 2 

Wit hin each of these w nes Ihe object in the second stage 
was 

(i) to estimate too proport ion of each zone which feIl within 
specified grade intervals in such a way that the effect 
of applying different cut-off grades could be computed 
readily, and 

· Chlef Mine Engineer, Bougainvi11e Copper Pty Limited. 
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(ii) to establish the precision of the estimated mean of the 
different zones aud hence determine the additional 
drilling (and cost) necessary to improve the precision to 
some specified level. 

Division of the orebody into grade zones 

It was obvious from the most casual inspection of drilling 
results that mineralization was far from homogeneous in the 
Pa oguna orebody. There existed n clear tendency for higher 
grade material to be cOOCClltrated in portions of the o rcbody, 
notably one o f the two prominent ridges in tbe valley. The 
importance of these concentra tions and hence the need to 
determine their extent and attitude have been noted above. 

Linear combinallOfl 0/ drill hole ~'oluc:r 

It would be quite logica1 to locate these trends 01" broad 
tendencies by interpolating between values in adjacent bore
holes. However, with drill holes at 400-ft centres, data points 
were fairly widely spaced relative to the mannor in which the 
degree of mi..ocrali7..a tion CMUSed. Thus, too much emphasis 
could have been placed on a random fluctuation in value 
wh tch occurred in a short length of one drill hole. 

The method chosen to mitigate this difficulty was to generate 
an average grade at the centre of blocks which were 
sufficiently large to be intersected by more than one drill hole. 
Each hole which did intersect a particular block was used in 
generntiog tbe grade at its centre. In doing (his, as can be seen 
in Fig. 2, a borehole value was weighted inversely by its 
distance from the centre of the block in recognition of the 
tendency for similarity in value to decrease with increased 
distance. 

Partitiofling of Ofcbotiy from matrix of averag~ )'!flues 

Thus, with drill holes at 400-ft centres, the average values 
were generated at the centre of a series of cuboid blocks with 
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dimensions of 500 ft X 500 ft X 100 ft vertically. These blocks 
were laid out to overlap by SO per cent to ensure that each 
drill hole was used to generate averages for all blocks which 
surrounded iL This I.hree-dimensional mOving average 
procedure resulted in a matrix of average grades at 2!iO-ft 
centres and 50 ft, or bench intervals, apart vertically. Plolted 
on bench plans these values allowed the outlines of contour 
surfaces to be interpolated linearly betweeo adjacent point s. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 3. The actual contour values were 
chOSC1l arbitrarily in a manner whieh is discussed laler. 

The computer program which performed the above task 
simultaneously computed the mean and variance of all the 
block values. Each block: average was then indexed according 
to its value relative to the mean and these indices were 
printed out fo r each bench Jevel. For instance, index 1 signifies 
a value less than two standard deviations below the mean, 
and at the other end of thc scale index 5 is greater than two 
deviations above the mean. Figure 4 shows how any trend or 
concentration of values is readily discernible from such a 
print-out. 

Thus, a linear combinalion o f drill hole results gave rise 10 a 
regular lUatrix of average values which were used to parlition 
the orebody into zones of roughly homogeneous grade. 

Determination of grade characteristics for each zone 

Prom the description o f grade contouring it will be obvious 
that the Litnited amount of information makes the procedure 
a fairly crude one. A physical analogy wouLd be that of 
determining topographic contours of an area displaying 
marked relief from a limited number of observations. While 
the resulting contours would give a broad idea of the 
topography, they would not show up local higb and low 
spots to the extent that there might be topographic extremes 
between two contours. The same is true of value contours, 
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Fig. 4. Computer print-out of grade indices on a typical level. 

However, for planning purposes it is desirable to know more 
about the material within each zone than its location and 
average grade. For instance, analyzing the economic impact 
of various cut-off grade policies reqtrires an estimate of head 
grade and waste-to-ore ratio at various cut-off grades. That is, 
a model is required which categorizes grade explicitly or 
implicitly, by grade intervals. In this case the model describes 
each zone in this manner by means of a frequency distribution. 

Basic mining unit 

Since the aim is to determine the effect of selective mining 
to some cut-off grade, the basic physical unit is a block, the 
I!hy~~al dimension1i_9.i which_are_those~ c.arLbe.)Qaded 
selectively and hauled out with the particular equipment in 
use. In this case, with 17-yd3 shovels and lOO-ton haul trucks, 
a 50-ft cube was taken as a convenient estimate of this unit. 

Derivation of distribution oj mining units 

A program compiled a histogram of 50-ft lengths of core 
from all portions of each hole passing through a zone 
together with mean and variance of these values. A frequency 
distribution was fitted to the histogram and from this a 
similar distribution for mining units was derived. The method 
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used in this latter step was that proposed by Shurtz (1969) 
who described it in detail. The principle is simple. If one 
considers units which are the size of individual mineral grains 
these will be either ore mineral or gangue and the spread of 
values and hence variance will be large. If, however, the units 
are of the order of size of the whole zone, the spread of values 
around the mean grade will tend to zero. 

This principle is used to derive the frequency distribution 
of mining units by estimating the variance according to the 
size of unit under consideration. Figure 5 illustrates the effect 
of this procedure. 

Test for serial correlation I The orebody is characterized by steeply-dipping mineral
ization and an outward gradation in copper content. These 
features tend to give rise to serial correlation as the hole 
pass~s through the g(aduai gL:adation...in value.-Bince this 
non~randomness would introduce bias in statistical estimating, 
particularly of the variance, it was necessary to eliminate 
this effect. To this end two steps were taken: 
(i) contour intervals which minimized trend within each 

zone were selected empirically, and 
I 

(ii) within each zone serial correlation was tested for using 
the 'mean-square-successive-difference' test (Bennet, et at 
1954) and the assay intervals increased progressively by 
compositing values. . 

In this manner it was shown that while the original lO·ft 
assay intervals showed strong serial correlation, this was 
virtually eliminated by the time these had been composited 
up to 50-ft lengths. 

THE CHOICE OF MODEL 

l 
The method described above, along with the computer 
software, were develop..!QJry:_RT?:_C9!lsultants. Th~ aLm w'.a" _ ---i 
to produce a tool to aid in exploration and to overcome some 
of the problems associated with other methods. 

In particular, it was fclt that the regular geometric pattern 
imposed on nature by the polygonal zone of influence model 
was fundamentally invalid. Quite apart from the absence of 
such regularity in practice, it is observably true that if more 
than one hole is drilled into a block of ground. the assay 
values will be different over the same vertical interval. The 
more homogeneous the mineralization, the smaller this 
difference will be. In goneral, however, there will be some 
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difference which means that some of tile variation between 
individual holes will be taken up when one considers units of 
larger volume. If one employed a mining method such that 
individual lengths of diamond drill core could be mined 
selectively, then no bias would arise in estimating the effect of 
applying a cut-off grade based on the original drilling results. 

Howe,'el'. in large-scale open pit mining the degree of 
seLectivity possibLe does not approach this. Since zone-of
influence polygon~ are based on individual lengths of core, 
making use of them is in fact imputing an unattainable degreo 
of selectivity. The consequence, as shown in Table I, is to 
overstate the head grade above a cut-off grade and distort 
the waste-to-ore ratio and hence ore toonage. Possibly tills 
eITect accounts to some extent for the 'dilution' which is 
a lleged, in practice, to reduce mined head grade relative 10 
original estimates. 

TABLE 1 
HEAD OR~n.E! AND wASTE-rO-Q!(B RATIO 

-
Head grade Waste : Ore 

Q,t-olT Drill Mining Drill Mining 
trod, oore units ",re units ----

0.2 0.4() 0.39 0.02:1 -
0.3 0.46 0.42 0.26:1 1.11 :1 
0.4 0.52 0.48 1.06:1 0.93:1 
0.5 0.61 0.56 3.10:1 4.40:1 
0.6 0.70 0.65 8.30:1 20.60:1 

The reason for this discrepancy between head grades 
estimated by the two methods can be seen by following 
through the necessary integration proce<lure (Krige J951). 
However, it may be understood intuitively, by referring to 
Fig. 5, that the effect of considering larger units is to 
'squeeze-up' the distriblltion, so that the drill core curve has a 
significantly longer tflU on either side. Thus, whatever cut-olT 
grade is applied, the bead grade will lie between the cut-off 
and the end of tbe righl~hand tail. The drill core curve, there.
fore, has a high-grade tail ioflating the value above a ClIt-off 
relative to thc-value from the 'tighter' mining unit curve. 

Furthermore, to attribute a specific grade to a particular 
block of ground, besides being of spurious accuracy, is also 
unneccessary. A single week's production fro m one shovel 
is roughly equal to the tonnage of one polygonal block. 
However, in evaluating an operation of tl1is size one is 
concerned wilh production periods of the order of moulhs 
or years rather than days. 

Finally, the method chosen allowed confidence limits to be 
placed on the estimated average grade of each zone, from 
which could be estimated the amount of drilling necessary 
to tighten these limits by a specified amount. It was these 
considerations together with the economic importance of 
the cul-off grade p olicy (Soderberg 1959, Black .... 'ell 1910) 
which led to the selection of the model described above. 

VERIFI CATION OF MODEL 

Ultimately, 'the proof of the pudding is in the ealing' and the 
_eanguna-Orehody has, as-yet.--PIDYi.dc.d .Slnb' D ~w tantali:Qng, 
nibbles. The empirical evidence being sought is 

(i) that the grade contours interpolated from the exploratory 
drilling are sufficiently accurate for planning a year or 
more ahead, aod 

(ii) that the frequency distribution describing each zone dOe! 
$0 with a similar level of accuracy. 

At the time of writing, operations arc aimed at stripping 
overburden and establishing ore faces in preparation for 
commercial production in 1972. To this end, blast hole 
sampling, together with exploratory rotary drilling, are used 
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to define ore limits on the stripping benches and the ore is 
left in situ. In consequence, knowledge of grade contou1'S 
and grade distribut ion is at present severely limited. On only 
two benches are there sufficient dala 10 draw any sort of 
comparison. All that can be said at this stage is that it would 
appea.r that there is an encouragingly small discrepancy 
between predicted and actual contour locat ions. This was not 
entirely unexpected, since the results from underground 
development during exploration had provided some vin
dication of the cOlltouring. 

Two adits were driven during exploration with a view \'0 
collecting blllk samples to compare with drilling results and 
for use in metallurgical testing. A portion of this development 
was pro-drilled horizontally and rises were put up co-axially 
with \'ertiQII surface drill holes. The horizontal drilling results 
were not used in deriving zone bounda ries and frequency 
distribution of values. These were obtained entirely from 
vertical drill holes. It was therefore possible to use the 
horizontal holes as a check on the zones intersected by these 
holes. This was done by comparing the mean value of two 
zones intersected, as derived from vertical drilling, with the 
mea.n of that Icngth of horizontal drill ing whicb fell in 
each zone. The differe nce between tbe two estimates of the 
means jn each zone were 1.7 per ccnt and 4.6 per cent 
relative over I 800 ft and 700 ft. respectively, of horizontal 
dliUing. These results, while admittedly over a small portion 
of the orebody. are remarkably elose. and gave confidence in 
both the zoning procedure and the assumption ofhomogcneity 
within a zone. 

One fu rther a im of the model which was borne o ut in 
practice was that of assis ting in planning the drilling pro
gramme. As a tool it proved qnite useful both in predictiog 
trends in minera lization and in interpreting these trends. 

C ONCLU S ION 

The original purl'ose in develol'inlt the orebocty model was to 
provide an aid to exploration and evaluation. Both these goals 
were achie~ in the sense that exploration and evaluation, 
which._ were completed su~futly, derived benefiu from 
various facets of the model. It may be coneluded that 

(i) the model assisted both in defining and predicting trcnds 
in mineralization and also in deciding on the intensity of 
drilling necessary, 

(ii) the flexibllity of the modd aided in comprehensive 
evaluat ion of the many possible strategies, and that 

(iii) tbe development of the model showed quantita tively the 
bias which could result from polygonal ore reserve ca(cu~ 
lations. This can range from about I per cent to 9 per cent 
overstatement of head grade, depending on the cut-off 
grade. 

H owever, ultimately, a ~tisfactory justification of the model 
depends on empirical evidence. As yet such evidence is 
unattainable., though iodications are promisin" 
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